Abstract. Classical evolution of density perturbations, while the scale r e d in the large scale limit, is darified in the following generalized gravity themies: f(R) gravity, generalized scalar tensor theory, gravity with non-minimally coupled scalar field and induced gravity. We use gaupinvariant potential and field variables and show that the result can be expressed in a similar form to a conventional result derived in Einstein gravity with a minimally coupled scalar field. We rederive the solutions in the large scale in a simple way using the conformal transformation propertia of these theories. We give a general presmiption for calculating the idationay spectrum in these gravity theories which can be applicable 10 specific models.
Introduction
In a previous paper, we presented a general formulation that can generate cosmological perturbation equations, based on a Friedmann-Lemdtre-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) background, in a simple way which can be applied to very general types of gravity theories [l] . We used the gauge-invariant (GI) method developed with an imperfect fluid in Einstein gravity [2,3]. In [4] we found asymptotic solutions in both the largeand small-scale limits in the following specific modified gravity theories: f(R)-gravity, generalized scalar-tensor theory (GST), Einstein gravity with non-minimally coupled scalar field (NMSF) and induced gravity. It was shown that the solutions and conserved quantities in the large-scale limit can be expressed in a similar way to those derived in a perfect fluid, which include a minimally coupled scalar field (MSF) in the large-scale limit, in the general relativistic (GR) system, but with some corrections. In this paper we rederive the large scale solutions in a simple way from the conventional result by using the conformal transformation properties of these gravity theories shown in [l] .
During inflation, observationally interesting scales are pushed outside the Hubble radius and spend a long time there until they re-enter the Bubble radius during the radiation (or matter) dominated era (RDE or MDE) . Classical perturbations are supposed to be converted from quantum mechanical field fluctuations generated while the scale was inside the Hubble radius. (For a discussion of the classicalization of initial quantum fluctuations, see [5] .) Once they are far outside the Hubble radius, classical gravitation may dominate their evolution. Thus the conservation quantity and the evolution of a perturbed potential variable in the large scale are important in calculating the perturbation spectrum measured when a given scale is coming inside the Hubble radius. In the present paper, we will give a general form of the classical evolution equation for the perturbations which can be applied to some realisable 0264-9381/91/010195t08$M.50 @ 1991 IOP Publishing Ltd J Hwang inflationary models based on these generalized gravity theories (GGT). We will also present a clear derivation in the MSF case as a concrete example.
Perturbation spectrum
We are interested in the spectrum of density perturbations measured at its second horizon crossing time tHz. (The index H means that it is evaluated at the horizon crossing time.) By the horizon crossing time we mean simply the conventional Hubble radius crossing time, which is defined as ( k / u X ) I t H 1, where U , H and C are the background cosmic scale factor, the nubble parameter (H E a / u ) and the cc-moving wavenumber respectively. A dependence of the spectrum on scale is implied in tH as tH = tH(k). In a single fluid formulation with vanishing background curvature, which is the case considered in this paper, we have a relationt
where cm is a GI energy-density perturbation measured in the energy frame (the frame where no energy flux term appears by appropriate choice of the fluid 4-velocity), and a, is one of the GI potential variablest. At horizon crossing time we have 6 , = $ 2 , .
Thus, to calculate the density perturbation spectrum at t,, all we need to know are: (i) the generated initial density perturbation calculated (or extrapolated) at the inflationary era (near first horizon crossing time tHl), cm(tinit), and (ii) a transfer function coding the evolution of especially while the scale stays outside the horizon. We introduce a transfer function for aH which is defined as Although we know the evolution of perturbations in the asymptotic regimes both for large and small scales, the applicable range of the large-scale solution may not coincide with the horizon crossing time. With this case in mind, we introduce two more epochs, tL1 and t L Z , between which we can apply our large-scale evolution formula. A sequence of these four times is tH1 < tL1 < tL2,tH2. Since the case in which tH2 occurs in RDE (tH2 > tLZ) is rather complex (see [6, 7] for that case), let us consider a case in which it occurs during MDE (p = 0) where we have tL2 > tHZ so T(t,,, where t < tL1. Using the large-scale evolution formula we can determine T(tMDE,tLl).
But if the initial condition for @" is known at t < t,,, we may also need to use equation (4). To know T(tL1, t ) we can use an evolution law which gives the change of eH at the transition period from small to large scale on the assumption that the evolution is still governed by classical equations.
Conventional calculations
Before we present our result, valid in some GOT, to show clearly the similarity, difference and sequence of assumptions used, let us briefly present the conventional calculations done in GR with MSF. MSF can be treated as a perfect fluid in the large-scale limitt. In this limit, for a pegect fluid, we can use a solution expressed in the integral form, or expressed in t e r m of a conserved quantity, as where C and cd ace constant coefficients which indicate the growing and decaying mode respectively [4,6-91. C is also a conserved quantity in the large-scale limit, introduced in [6] . In MSF, A4, which is a GI and frame-independent (-velocity independent) perturbation variable for 4, can be determined as
Thus we have C = aH -H A 4 / $ . Notice that it is only the background evolution law which determines the evolution ofaH and A$ outside horizon. (A generalized form of (5) and (6) applicable to a background with general curvature in a perfect fluid case can be found in [3, 7] .) In the following we will concentrate on the growing mode.
If a evolves as a constant power in !, which is the case where w E p / p = constant# we can easily see that aH and HA414 remain constant since
The criteria for the large-scale limit is k2 \5: ="/I where z E a'/(a24') and primes denote derivatives with respect to conformal time, OH($' -2k2/a2) = dA4 -$A&.
(10) Depending on whether we know the initial condition of A$ in the large scale (1 2 tLl) or a t times near and before the horizon crossing time (t 5 t, , < t L 1 ) there can be two ways to derive a spectrum as expressed in equation (4). In the first case, Using ( where t is evaluated after tL1 but in the inflationary stage. In the exponential inflation limit! V > &*! and using equation (l)! we have
In the second case, we can use the following equation, derived from equations (2) and (10) where 1 5 t L , . From equations (4), (9) and (13) we can determine OHIMDE. In the large-scale limit this gives the corresponding large-scale result (equation (11)).
For reference, we summarize a,commonly used approximate argument m follows.
We may have zm -Sp/p, 6p -$64 and 64 -Ha$ which are all evaluated at f L l . (See [6] for details where the cwmoving slicing and the uniform Hubble expansion slicing were used.) Then we have from equations (3), (4) and (9) which looks very similar t o our previous resu!t (equations (3) Some of the approximations we employed t o get this result are not valid in all situations. Although the RHS of equation (14) is often evaluated at tH1, this is not strictly correct.
In the literature, one can find many papers which take ~5 p / p I~, ,~ -HZ/&ItHI as a starting point for their calculations. This may need justification in many cases, especiaiiy when we rei= either of the ioiiowing assumptions used to derive this resuit:
(i) GR with hlSF, and (ii) exponential inflation, A main point of the present paper is to show the modification in the classical evolution stage introduced by replacing (i) with GGT. 
Generalized gravity theories
The specific gravity theories mentioned in the introduction can be considered as cases of the following 'generalized f (4, R)-gravity' theory introduced in [l] :
where R is a scalar curvature, p is a constant needed to fix units, and L, is an additional matter part Lagrangian t. One remarkable point is that one can treat the large-scale perturbation evolution in these different gravity theories in a unified way as follows.
In GGT, we can also use equations (1)-(4) but some changes occur in calculating the transfer function. In [4] we showed that even in GGT we are considering, the evolution of aH in the large-scale limit$ can also be expressed in terms of the integral form or in terms of a conserved quantity as the following:
where F G af/aR §. The solution for A F , which is a GI and frame-independent perturbation variable for F, is also derived in (16)- (18) were derived after rigorous calculations done for individual gravity theories, they can also simply be derived, from the MSF result (equations (5) and (7)) using the conformal transformation (CT) property shown in and A F in the large-scale is fully determined.
t We can summarize the relations = follows. Since we consider the single Buid case we assume LM = 0. 
~~~ ~~
In 111 we have shown that if Q = 0 = e m , the generalized f($, R)-gravity can be transformed ihto a form of Einstein gravity with (in general) the additional MSF, +t, (Hats denote the MSF and no hats denote GGT.) Thus we have
Using equations (19) and (20) in equation (7) and replacing 44/(d4/dd) by
show that equation (18) (18). This provides a simple derivation of equations (16)- (18). Using equations (2) and (16), assuming that in an MDE the modified effect of G G T is negligible, the transfer function can be written as (considering only the growing mode)
where in the last step we used equation (17) with the assumption & = 0 which is true when a and F vary as constant powers o f t . So, in this case, the background evolution law tL1 determines the transfer function and one noticeable difference from the conventional calculation (equation 9) occurs in the appearance of F in equation (21).
As an example, if we consider a case with a N 1" and F N I"' with n, m constants at tL1, we have For a OR perfect fluid with w = constant, we have n = 2/[3(1 i w)] and m = 0, and we recover the conventional result (equation (9)). During the inflationary stage n should be huge, and one may expect that effect ofthe new contribution to this transfer function may not be qualitative. 
Discussion
Although we have presented a method for calculating the inflationary spectrum when the system can be treated as a one-component fluid, one can generalize to calculate adiabatic perturbations in a multi-component fluid system. In a multi-component case, equation (1) is governed by the inflaton field. One reason why one can treat perturbation calculations in the large scale in all these different gravity theories in a unified way can be traced t o the fact that the generalized f($,R)-gravity theory can be cast into a form of Einstein theory with MSF with specific potential by carrying out a conformal type reparanietrization of metric variables [l] . In this paper we did not consider a specific inflationary model. Evolution of @ , during the transition epoch from the small to large scale, T(t,,, t < tL1) in equation (4), can be determined if we adopt a specific model which gives the background evolution law of a and F . It is well known that inflationary models are realizable in many of the GGT considered in this paper. Examples include inflation in R2-gravity [12], Brans-Dicke theory [13] , NMSF [14] , induced gravity [15, 16] . Applying our result to individual inflationary models realizable in these G G T will be addressed elsewheref.
